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Article 5

Editor’s note. This is an ongoing series of
features to draw attention to the micro and
macro of Basque Studies research
opportunities. The micro is a distinctive
Basque source (e.g., photo, book, article,
artifact) while the macro is a Basque archive
where this source resides.

Featured Basque Source:
Joe Eiguren,
English-Basque / Basque-English Dictionary
Printing and publishing sponsored by the
National Endowment for the Humanities &
Idaho Basque Studies Center.

Featured Basque Archive:
Joe Eiguren Memorial Library
Basque Museum &
Cultural Center
Boise, Idaho
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The first Basque dictionary was Manuel Larramendi’s Diccionario Trilingue del Castellano, Bascuence y
Latin that was published in 1745; the first English-Basque dictionary, meanwhile, was created by Joe
Eiguren in the 1960s. As his starting point Eiguren used Pablo Zamarripa’s Vocabulario Vasco-Castellano,
and with the financial support of the National Endowment for the Humanities, and what was then the
Idaho Basque Studies Center1, a dictionary of one hundred pages was produced. It never aimed to be
comprehensive—later English-Basque dictionaries by Gorka Aulesta/Linda White and Mikel Morris
expanded their coverage to over one thousand and 1,250 pages respectively—but “modest” stated the
author in his forward as a “practical instrument for those who wish to learn the ancient and noble
Basque language.”2
The origins of the dictionary project
came from a series of Basque language
learning classes that Joe Eiguren
conducted in the early 1960s. He was
approached by some members of the
Boise Oinkari Basque Dancers to teach
them Basque. He was living in Homedale
at the time, and nevertheless agreed to
Most of the dancers were born in
America and knew little or nothing about
their ancestral language, and they
wanted to be able to speak the language.
Eiguren was living in Homedale at the
time, but he came the 80 miles to Boise
once a week, for free, to teach his first
class of 57 students. By 1965 he
developed his own English based Basque
learning workbook Euzkera Itzketan
Zelan Ikasi (“How to Learn Basque”) that
was also published as a joint project with
support from the National Endowment
for the Humanities and the Idaho Basque
Studies Center. Eiguren taught the classes for several years, and then even expanded his writing to
include books on Basque history.
1

In the early 1970s Idaho area Basque educators organized the Idaho Basque Studies Center. As part of the effort to raise funds
for a matching grant, the successful “Holiday Basque Festival” was held in June, 1972. Unfortunately, the Idaho Basque Studies
Center was not able to be sustained.
2
Gorka Aulestia, Basque-English Dictionary (Reno: University of Nevada Press, 1989); Gorka Aulestia and Linda White, EnglishBasque Dictionary (Reno: University of Nevada Press, 1990) Mikel Morris, Morris Student English-Basque Basque-English
Dictionary (Donostia: Klaudio Harluxet Fundazioa, 1998); Joe Eiguren, English-Basque/Basque-English Dictionary (Boise: Idaho
Basque Studies Center, n.d. listed but likely between 1972--74).
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Joe was born in Nampa, Idaho in 1915 to Domingo and
Maria Eiguren, but when barely a year old, his family moved
back to the Basque Country where he stayed until 1934,
when he decided to emigrate back to the United
States. After a brief stay in Boise, he went to Jordan Valley
to work for a sheep company. A powerful thirst for
knowledge made the isolation of working with the sheep
difficult for Joe. Later he served in the US Army during
World War II, and when he returned he worked for the
Department of Employment helping migrant workers. He
was largely self-taught about Basque studies, and his efforts
to promote the language and culture stemmed from the
request of others to learn more.
The dictionary that he created includes a key to
pronunciation, and here he had to develop his own method
of conveying the sounds of Euskara (what Basques call their
language) with approximate English sounds.
His early dictionary did not fully embrace the preference of the Euskaltzaindia or Basque Language
Academy, the developers of Euskara Batua or Unified Basque. The various dialects of Euskara made it
problematical to communicate from one linguistic region to the next, so Batua’s aim was to provide a
central, shared version to facilitate learning and communication.

Likely the first Basque
class in the United
States, begun by Joe
Eiguren (1963)
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Euskara Batua incorporated the “h”
spelling of words that was
characteristic of the Iparralde, or
northern side of the Basque Country
above the Pyrenees Mountains which
serves as the Spanish-French border.
In his dictionary, however, he stated
that “in the Basque language spoken
in Bizcay and Guipuzkoa (sic), there is
no letter “H.” But when writing
letters to the Basque Country in
Basque, knowing the reader might
expect to see the ‘h’ spelling in
Basque, he made an accommodation.
In an oral interview he related that he
would include a long list of h’s across
the top of the page, then directed the
reader “to put the h’s in where you
want.”

While developed for the new learner of Basque in mind, Eiguren also recognized that many native
speakers were not literate in Basque. Most Basques of Idaho hailed from the Basque province of
Bizkaia, and if they went to school they developed proficiency in Spanish instead of Basque. So his
forward stated that hopefully his dictionary “could also serve as a useful means for those who learned to
speak [Basque] during their childhood, are able to speak it now, but are not familiar with its
morphology.” Thus several extra pages were included in an appendix to help clarify the use of the
language. The Basque language in general, and the local Bizkaian dialect that was imported to Idaho in
particular, had many loan words. In the Basque Country, Spanish and French were fused with Basque.
Meanwhile, many Basques that took their language with them to new destinations incorporated local
words as well.
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An example that Eiguren noted was the opening verse of the defacto Basque national anthem,
“Gernikako Arbola” as written by J.M Iparragirre in 1853: of the first seventeen words, seven come from
Spanish.3
Original Gipuzkoan text

Euskara Batua (unified dialect)

English translation

Guernicaco arbola
Da bedeincatuba
Euscaldunen artean
Guztiz maitatuba.
Eman ta zabaltzazu
Munduban frutuba,
Adoratzen zaitugu
Arbola santuba

Gernikako arbola
Da bedeinkatua
Euskaldunen artean
Guztiz maitatua.
Eman ta zabal zazu
Munduan frutua,
Adoratzen zaitugu
Arbola santua.

The Tree of Gernika
is blessed
among the Basques;
absolutely loved.
Give and deliver
the fruit unto the world.
We adore you,
Holy Tree.

The current oak at the Assembly Building in Gernika. Gernikako Arbola (the tree of Gernika in Basque) is an oak tree
that symbolizes traditional freedoms for the Biscayan people, and by extension for the Basque people as a
whole. The Lords of Biscay (including the early kings of Castile and Carlist pretenders to the throne) swore to
respect the Biscayan liberties under it, and the modern Lehendakari or leader of the Basque Government is
inaugurated there.

3

The tune is not official because there is no unified, modern Basque nation-state; e.g., the Ikurrina or Basque flag
will not be seen at the United Nations in New York City because in political terms, the Basque Country is divided
th
between Spain and France dating back to the Treaty of the Pyrenees of the 17 century.
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Eiguren was trying to navigate a fine line when he stated “it is not our intention to change or ‘purify’ the
Basque language [but to] bring to the attention for the student of the language the correct form.” That
appendix is reproduced below. In some instances, what he noted as the preferred word choice in
Basque became more commonplace over the last couple of generations, while in other instances the
loan words remain firmly entrenched. The English “dance” is “triska” in Basque, but the more common
used term used by Basques today comes from Spanish “danza” that in Basque is spelled “dantza.”
Likewise as seen above, a common Basque word for tree nowadays remains “arbola” from the Spanish
“arbol.”
If “Span-glish” is the fusion of Spanish and English to produce new words, then something similar
occurred in the Idaho Basque community, as Eiguren notes in his appendix. Examples include:
Euro-Basque
Erabil
Sastar
Lai / zarda
Batzar

English
to drive
garbage
pitchfork
meeting

Resulting Boise area Basque version
draibiau
garbitxa
pitxiforka
mitiña

A mystery of sorts is the actual publication date of the dictionary,
because no date was provided in the text. It’s likely between 1972
and 1974, because a news story in the Deseret News (Jan. 1, 1975)
hailed the publication with the headline “Language aid for
Basques.” It noted “the first Basque-English dictionary containing
over 30,000 entries” was the product of two years of work by
Eiguren. Julio Bilbao, a director of the project, was quoted as
saying that Eiguren’s dictionary “is a very important step to
preserve knowledge of the Basque language in [the USA].”
Euskara or the Basque language has been a key defining element of Basque cultural identity; indeed it is
the name of the people themselves. Basques refer to themselves in their own language as Euskaldunak,
which essentially means “those who speak Basque.” Euskara is an island language, unrelated to the
Indo-European Romance languages that surround it, as well as being distinct from Slavic, and Germanic
languages, including English. Some linguists have demonstrated an active imagination trying to link
Basque with other languages. The late Larry Trask, a leading linguistic student of Basque, noted that:
The ancient Aquitanian language was, of course, an ancestral form of Basque, as we can easily
see by examining the personal names and divine names of the Aquitanian-speakers, which are
all that is recorded of Aquitanian. But the most strenuous efforts at finding other relatives for
Basque have been complete failures. Basque absolutely cannot be shown to be related to any
other language at all. Some people will try to tell you differently, but, not to mince words, they
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don't know what they're talking about, and the great majority of them don't even know
anything about Basque.4
Eiguren embraced this intimate, essential connection between the Basque language and being Basque.
He stated that “the most important element of Basque culture is language. There is an old Basque
saying: ‘Euskera barik ez dago euskaldunik,’ which means: ‘Without Basque (language) there are no
Basques.’ All other aspects of the Basque culture are essential, yet to me they are secondary to the
language.”5

The Mission of the Basque Museum & Cultural Center is to preserve, promote, and perpetuate Basque
history and culture.
Boise, Idaho has long been a central location where Basque immigrants first congregated after coming
to the United States from the Spanish Basque Region. As immigrants established their lives here,
Basques became well known for their hard work and perseverance.
The Basque Museum & Cultural Center provides a look into the Basque heritage through exhibits,
collections, and tours. As a cultural center, it's a gathering place for events and educational
opportunities - in which people of all backgrounds can participate in Basque activities.
Located in downtown Boise, Idaho, the Basque Museum & Cultural Center provides an active central
location for maintaining the Basque culture in the United States.

4

The original internet source was Larry Trask's page at
http://www.cogs.susx.ac.uk/users/larryt/basque.prehistory.html that was reproduced at
http://www.nabasque.org/old_nabo/Pages/Euskara_trask.htm
5

There are multiple dialects of the Basque language, and varied spellings for the language. The formal spelling of
the standardized Basques is Euskara Batua, but the spelling of Euskera is more common in the Bizkaia region. Linda
White starts her online article with Eiguren’s quote at
http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~johnca/humanities/White.htm
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An actual copy of the dictionary itself is hard to find
these days, but an appropriate archive would have to
be the Joe Eiguren Memorial Library at the Basque
Museum and Cultural in Boise, Idaho. He was one of
the founding members of the Basque Museum and
Cultural Center back in 1985. A decade later when the
Museum was able to acquire the building next door to
the original Jacobs-Uberuaga house and expand its
operations, it was prepared to receive from the
University of Idaho a permanent loan of its Basque collection that totaled 3,600 items. A year later in
1996, Joe passed away and the two dots were easy to connect as a room was set aside to store many of
those Basque books, and dedicated to the memory of one of the earliest of Basque teachers in the
United States. The Basque Museum and Cultural Center, is open Tuesday through Saturday, on the
Basque Block in Boise (611 W. Grove Street; Boise, ID 83702).
Eiguren did his immediate Basque language classes a great service, responding to their request to learn
their ancestral language. When he found he lacked teaching materials, he took the initiative to create
them, including a workbook then an English-Basque dictionary when none existed. His pioneering spirit
continues today, as the Basque language is experiencing a resurgence in the Basque Country, and in the
Basque Diaspora as well, with classes being offered at various levels including at universities.
Much of this effort is driven by people who agree with Eiguren’s earlier comment of the essential role
played by the language in defining—and sustaining—Basque culture and identity. Echoing this
sentiment, the author of a best selling book on the Basques, Mark Kurlansky declared:
About the only thing that can’t be compromised is the language. As long as there are people
who speak Basque there are Basques. Today, though the numbers are small, Euskara is not
considered one of the many endangered languages. Languages are dying every month, at an
alarming rate, but those who monitor this phenomenon do not consider Euskara one of the
languages likely to disappear. This shows the incredible resolve of Basques to survive.6
New Basque-English dictionaries have emerged since the publication of Eiguren’s initial one in the early
1970s, but his was precious when it came out in a way, because for the first time Basques living in
America could see their language alongside English on the page in a dictionary, and know that the
language—and the Basques—belonged.

Eskerrik asko Joseba!
~jmy
6

Mark Bieter quoting Mark Kurlansky (2014). http://basquetribune.com/an-essential-basque-history-written-by-anon-basque/ The Basque History of the World: The Story of Nation (Penguin Books, 2001).
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